Electron transport through nanodevices of atoms in a single-layer rectangular arrangement with free (open) boundary conditions parallel to the direction of the current flow is studied within the single-band tight binding model. The Landauer formula gives the electrical conductance to be a function of the electron transmission probability, T (E), as a function of the energy E of the incoming electron. A quantum dragon nanodevice is one which has a perfectly conducting channel, namely T (E) = 1 for all energies which are transmitted by the external leads even though there may be arbitrarily strong electron scattering. The rectangular single-layer systems are shown to be able to be quantum dragon devices, both for uniform leads and for dimerized leads. The quantum dragon condition requires appropriate lead-device connections and correlated randomness in the device.
INTRODUCTION
The confluence of the approaching end of Moore's law for electronics 1 and the increasing ability of experimentally being able to manipulate, fabricate, and measure at the nanoscale level 2 is the reason rapid progress in nanoelectronics is being made 3 . Of particular interest is the electron transmission properties of nanodevices [4] [5] [6] [7] , including electron transmission in molecular electronics 8, 9 . Due to the quantum mechanics underlying nanodevices, properties of coherent electron transport can be very different from those expected at the macroscopic scale. As shown by Landauer 10 , of central importance to nanodevices is the electron transmission, T , of the nanodevice when it is connected to leads attached to a source and a sink of electrons. As in macroscopic systems, one desires the electrical conductance G (the inverse of the electrical resistance) in an Ohm's law relationship I = GV where I is the electrical current flowing through the device and V is the applied electrical voltage difference. At low temperatures the Landauer formula gives the electrical conductance
four probe (1) for two probe or four probe measurements. Here G 0 = 2e 2 h is the quantum of conductance, with e the charge of the electron, h Planck's constant, and the factor of two is due to the spin of the electron. The transmission is a function of the energy E of an incoming electron, and in Eq. (1) the transmission at the Fermi energy E F enters. The power of the shot noise of the nanodevice is [12] [13] [14] [15] 
which is zero if T (E F )=1.
In this investigation we are interested in a perfectly conducting channel, namely where T (E) = 1 for all energies E which can propagate through long leads. There are different possibilities for the existence of perfectly conducting channels in coherent electron propagation. These possibilities include:
• Ballistic propagation.
If there is no scattering in the device, electrons propagate ballistically, and T (E) = 1. For ballistic propagation, the two different behaviors for G in Eq. (1) have been observed experimentally in the same sample of a very pure semiconductor 16 .
• Long-range randomness.
For example, in zigzag carbon nanoribbons when there is random long-range scattering, the average G → G 0 in two probe measurements as the length L of the device increases 17 .
• Surface states in topological insulators.
In topological insulators, surface states can lead to perfectly conducting channels which are protected against scattering due to disorder 18 .
• Quantum dragons.
In 2014, one of the authors discovered a large class of nanodevices 19 which can have arbitrarily strong scattering, but because the scattering is correlated they can have T (E)=1 for any L. These nanodevices, with strong scattering but with a perfectly conducting channel, were named 'quantum dragons' in ref. 19 .
Sometimes nanodevices with a perfectly conducting channel have been said to be metallic or ballistic, due to the electrical conductance given by Eq. (1). Examples are armchair single walled carbon nanotubes 20, 21 and graphene nanoribbons 22, 23 . TEM and SEM investigations of gold point contacts have also been performed 25 . Single layer thick carbon nanotubes and graphene nanoribbons have been fabricated, and their intriguing properties studied 22, 23 . These systems are all based on an underlying hexagonal lattice. Single-walled carbon nanotubes in the armchair arrangement have been experimentally shown to have metallic behavior 20 , often in the literature said to exhibit ballistic electron propagation 24 . However, one needs to be careful to remember T (E) = 1 only if an armchair single-walled carbon nanotube is connected to appropriate leads in the correct fashion 19, 20 . The name quantum dragons denotes such devices may be formed by joining different types of nanodevices, their length is typically longer than any other dimension, and they are invisible to electrons which propagate in the leads. The quantum dragon nanodevices published in ref. 19 all had cylindrical symmetry. In this paper we investigate quantum dragon nanodevices without cylindrical symmetry. In particular, we investigate quantum dragons in single-layer thick nanodevices based on an underlying rectangular graph, with open (free) boundary conditions perpendicular to the direction of the current flow.
Recently, some single layer thick materials based on rectangular lattices have been synthesized. One example is free-standing single-atom-thick iron membranes 27 , and another is copper oxide monolayers 28, 29 . Other examples are 2D materials and van der Waal heterostructures have recently been reviewed 30 . These experimental systems, and the possibility of many more 2D systems based on rectangular lattices, provide the impetus to study whether nanodevices based on underlying rectangular graphs can have T (E)=1, and in particular whether such systems can be quantum dragons.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the method of calculating T (E) for non-dimerized devices and leads is presented. The method used is the matrix method 26 . Sec. III gives the method to obtain quantum dragon solutions via the exact mapping and tuning process for systems based on rectangular graphs. Sec. IV contains example numerical calculations of nondimerized quantum dragons, thereby better illustrating the concept. Sec. V has our conclusions and further discussion. The main text is supplemented with a number of appendices. A detailed discussion of the example devices shown is presented in App. A for devices without disorder and in App. B for devices with disorder. The matrix method to calculate T (E) for dimerized leads is derived in App. C. Quantum dragon solutions for nanodevices based on rectangular graphs with dimerized leads is presented in App. D. The relationship between the matrix method used in this article and the commonly used Green's function method to calculate T (E) is given in App. E. Appendix F shows in mathematical detail how quantum dragon solutions arise in the case of two slices in the nanodevice.
II. TRANSMISSION T (E) CALCULATIONS
The electron transmission is found from the solution of the time-independent Schrödinger equation for the nanodevice and leads. Although solutions using density functional theory, as in the review 8 , are possible, this imposes a limit on the number of atoms which can be studied in the nanodevice and furthermore limits one to numerical investigations. Therefore, here we study the nanodevice and leads within the single-band tight binding (TB) model. In the TB model the important quantities are the on site energy (at the location of every atom), , and the hopping between atoms, denoted in this article by either t or s. The hopping terms come from overlaps of electron wavefunctions between atoms located near one another, so in the device and the leads we limit ourselves to nearest-neighbor (nn) and next-nearest-neighbor (nnn) hopping terms. In most cases the hopping terms are negative, so we put in the negative sign 'by hand' and let t or s stand for the magnitude of the hopping. where I ∞ is the infinite identity matrix, H is the infinite matrix for the two semi-infinite leads and the device, and E is the energy of the incoming electrons.
In the text in the main article, we concentrate on uniform (not dimerized) leads attached to a rectangular device, as in Fig. 1 . The case where the leads are dimerized has the matrix method solution derived in App. C and analyzed in App. D. We have freedom in choosing our zero of energy, so we choose the on site energy of the lead atoms to be zero. The hopping strength between lead atoms we take to be t lead . In many cases theorists take t lead to be the unit of energy and set it to unity 19, 26, 31, 32 , but we will keep t lead throughout in order to make better connection with the dimerized leads in the appendices. We assume our nanodevice has an underlying rectangular graph, as in Fig. 1 . Every slice (every column) of the nanodevice has m atoms, and there are slices. Within column j, every atom has the same on site energy j and the same nn hopping t j . Between columns j and j + 1 there can be nn hopping of strength s nn,j and nnn hopping of strength s nnn,j . The device can be considered to be a planar rectangular array of atoms when there is no disorder, as in Fig. 1 , when all TB parameters are the same, that is j = , t j =t, s nn,j =s nn , and s nnn,j =s nnn .
When there is disorder in the TB parameters j , t j , s nn,j and s nnn,j , the underlying graph is still rectangular but the nanodevice need not remain planar, as in Fig. 2 .
We use the matrix method 26 to calculate the transmission, T (E), because the mapping and tuning method to find quantum dragons takes advantage of the matrix structure. App. E gives the relationship between the commonly used Green's function method [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 33 and the matrix method. For dimerized leads the method is derived in App. C, while for uniform leads the matrix method was put forward in 2000 26 . Unless otherwise explicitly stated or indicated by subscripts, the dimension of all vectors is m and all matrices are of size m×m. The transmission is calculated by T =|t T | 2 where t T is calculated by the inverse of a ( m+2)×( m+2) matrix M which has the form (written for =4)
where the vector w ( u) contains the TB hopping terms between the incoming left (outgoing right) lead and the atoms in the first (last) slice of the device. The intraslice TB terms, here j and t j , are in the matrices F j = A j − EI with I the m×m identity matrix. Note the energy E is only present in the diagonal elements of M . The TB intra-slice matrix is
and the inter-slice TB terms are
The matrix Q is defined by 
and has this form because we study a rectangular lattice, allow only nn hopping within each slice, and allow only nn and nnn hopping between slices. The matrix A j contains the part of the Hamiltonian which includes all TB parameters within slice j, while B j,j+1 is the part of the Hamiltonian containing the TB parameters which are the hopping terms between atoms in slices numbered j and j+1. The wavevector q of the electron in the leads is given by
where the distance has been taken to be unity between lead atoms. Hence sin(q) = ± 4t 2 lead − E 2 /2t lead . Furthermore, in Eq. (4) Λ = −2i sin(q) and ξ = e −iq . For propagating modes we require −1 ≤ cos(q) ≤ 1, which give propagating modes for energies −2t lead ≤ E ≤ 2t lead .
III. QUANTUM DRAGON SOLUTIONS VIA EXACT MAPPING
In ref. 19 , an exact mapping between a nanodevice with m atoms and a 1D (one dimensional) nanodevice with atoms was shown to be sometimes possible. The mapping preserves T (E), and provides a method to find the 1D chain of length which has the same T (E) as the nanodevice with m atoms. For some TB parameters in the original nanodevice, the 1D chain mapped onto is identical to a segment of length of the leads. Consequently, for nanodevices with these parameters, one has T (E)=1 since the 1D mapped system is indistinguishable from a segment of the same length of the leads. For uniform leads, as we study in the main article, 19 gives the requirements for the exact mapping, as well as conditions for a quantum dragon. The matrix method for the solution of T (E) and the mapping and tuning for dimerized leads and a dimerized device is given in App. C and App. D.
The important consideration for the existence of an exact mapping when all slices have m atoms is that there exists a vector x 1 which is simultaneously an eigenvector of all A j and all B j,j+1 . Note the A j are Hermitian, while the B j,j+1 do not need to be Hermitian. Furthermore, the nanodevice must be connected to the uniform leads such that w ∝ x 1 and u ∝ x 1 . Of course for physical nanodevices, x 1 must be composed of valid TB hopping parameters. In our case, the A j and B j,j+1 are tridiagonal Toeplitz matrices. We restrict ourselves to the case of zero magnetic field, so all TB hopping terms are real. We also restrict nnn hopping between atoms in slice j and j+1 to all be identical, so in our case the B j,j+1 matrices are also Hermitian. All our matrices have the form
for some parameters c I and c Q , and the matrix Q is given in Eq. (7). The matrix in Eq. (9) has eigenvalues
and the eigenvector associated with λ 1 is
where we note that x 1 is independent of c I and c Q 34 . Furthermore, all elements in x 1 have the same sign, which is expected by the Perron-Frobenius theorem for nonpositive (or non-negative) matrices. Although all eigenvectors and eigenvalues for the matrix C are known, to obtain a quantum dragon one only needs the single eigenvector x 1 and its associated eigenvalue. Connecting the device based on a rectangular graph to the leads with w = u = − x 1 and using the vector x 1 for the mapping allows an exact mapping onto a 1D device with the same T (E). This exact mapping is for any nanodevice based on a rectangular graph for any intra-slice TB parameters j and t j and any inter-slice TB parameters s nn,j and s nnn,j . The exact mapping exists whether the lattice can be viewed as planar when all TB parameters are independent of the slice index (as in Fig. 1 ), or ones which are most likely non-planar when the TB parameters depend on the slice index j, as in Fig. 2 . Now that the exact mapping has been found, the only question to ask is what TB parameters give the mapped 1D system with the same TB parameters as the lead, namely on site energies lead = 0 and hopping strengths t lead . These systems will be quantum dragons. The eigenvalues of the intra-slice matrices A j of Eq. (5) associated with eigenvector x 1 have eigenvalues from Eq. (10)
Similarly, from Eq. (10) and Eq. (6) the inter-slice matrices B j,j+1 have eigenvalues
The on site energies of the 1D mapped system are λ j , and therefore a quantum dragon requires all λ j = 0, and hence from Eq. (12)
The mapped 1D system has hopping parameters between the mapped 1D device atoms equal to η j , and therefore a quantum dragon requires all η j = −t lead , and therefore from Eq. (13) t lead = s nn,j + 2s nnn,j cos π m + 1 (15) for all j = 1, 2, · · · − 1. Furthermore, for a quantum dragon the connection vectors must be given by
For every slice j the intra-slice nn hopping t j may be any random value, provided for a quantum dragon the on site energy of slice j satisfies Eq. (14) . Similarly for the interslice hopping terms s nn,j and s nnn,j may be any random values provided they are correlated to satisfy Eq. (15) . Therefore for every value of the index j, Eq. (14) and Eq. (15) define what we mean by correlated randomness.
IV. NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF UNIFORM QUANTUM DRAGONS
Here we provide a numerical example to illustrate the concept of quantum dragons for uniform leads, based on the analysis in the previous section. The nanodevice can be viewed as related to the one in Fig. 2 , except for larger m and values. Our numerical results are shown in Fig. 3 .
Any distribution for picking the random TB parameters is allowed. For Fig. 3 the intra-slice terms, t j , were uniformly distributed between [0, 2t lead ] and in this section we set t lead = 1. Then we set all m on site energies of the atoms in slice j to be given by Eq. (14) . The top plot in Fig. 3 shows our explicit values for j (blue circles) and t j (orange circles). In order to keep all hopping strengths real and positive, since we are studying devices in zero magnetic field, for the inter-slice TB parameters for every slice j we choose two random numbers r nn,j and r nnn,j uniformly distributed in [0, 2t lead ] and then to satisfy Eq. (15) choose the inter-slice hopping strengths to be
) (17) with the explicit values used shown in Fig. 3 .
In Fig. 3 , 251 energies equally distributed between −1.999≤E≤1.999 were calculated. There are singularities present at the lead band edges at E = ±2, so these were avoided. For every energy E the matrix M 256 , with the same structure as the matrix M 4 in Eq. (4), was numerically inverted. Since m = 4096 the matrix M 256 is of dimension 4098×4098. As expected for the quantum dragon system, in Fig. 3 we see T (E)=1 for all E (red circles, which run together so they seem to form a line segment).
We also wanted to see how T (E) behaves when we move away from the condition of correlated disorder. For uncorrelated disorder, due to Anderson localization 35,36 , we expect very small T (E) for almost all energies for a finite device size (finite m). Therefore we also calculated T (E) for the case where to the on site energy j we added a small uncorrelated random value which is different for all m atoms in the nanodevice. Explicitly, we chose a random variate from a normal distribution of mean zero and standard deviation unity, and then multiply by a strength ∆. The same random numbers were used for all values of ∆ studied. Note if ∆ =0 no exact mapping onto an equivalent 1D system is known. Figure 3 shows results for the three values ∆=0 (a quantum dragon, red points), ∆=0.25 (cyan points), and ∆=0.5 (blue points). As expected for ∆ =0 the transmission is almost always small due to Anderson localization, and is typically smaller for larger values of ∆. Note the logarithmic scale in Fig. 3 for T (E), so the device has become an insulator for ∆ =0, while it is a quantum dragon with a perfectly conducting channel for ∆=0.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have found the quantum dragon property, namely a perfectly conducting channel, T (E)=1, for nanostructures based on rectangular graphs. The graphs have open boundary conditions, with two sides connected to semiinfinite leads. The hopping is nn, and between slices nnn hopping is also included. For no disorder, the graphs become a rectangular crystal, and band structure properties can be determined. When there is strong disorder, as in Fig. 2 and Fig. 6 , band structure is ill defined. Nevertheless, even though there is arbitrarily strong scattering, T (E)=1 for all energies which propagate through the leads. Hence quantum dragon nanodevices can be based on rectangular graphs. For the quantum dragon nanodevices, because T (E)=1, the electrical conductance will be G=G 0 in two terminal and G=∞ in four terminal measurements. Furthermore, the shot power noise is P =0.
The existence of quantum dragon solutions for electron transmission is extremely relevant because of recent experimental single layer thick materials based on rectangular lattices which have been recently synthesized, including monolayers of Fe 27 and of CuO 28, 29 . Future work includes finding quantum dragons for different boundary conditions of the underlying rectangular lattices. Some of these were included in a recent Ph.D. dissertation 37 . In order to find quantum dragons with strong disorder, the crucial idea is all intra-slice and all inter-slice parts of the Hamiltonian must have a common eigenvector, and furthermore this eigenvector must correspond to a physically realizable connection to the leads. For nanodevices based on rectangular lattices, this is possible for other boundary conditions 37 . These studies may benefit from renormalization group calculations for transport, such as have been used for hierarchical lattices 38 . Other further work could be to study the even-odd structure of rectangular CuO lattices, where experimentally even-numbered and odd-numbered slices have different structures 28, 29 . One expects again quantum dragon solutions, because the same type of even-odd structure was exploited in the study of quantum dragon solutions in single walled carbon nanotubes 19 . Further work can also be performed examining quantities such as a local density of states (LDOS). The Green's function G(E) is given in Eq. (59), and the LDOS at E is the imaginary part of the diagonal elements of G(E) divided by π 39 . For a quantum dragon, as shown in Fig. 4 , the correlated disorder of a quantum dragon gives a LDOS independent of the slice index j, even though the disorder on every slice is different.
A further investigation of added disorder near a quantum dragon solution is also warranted. We have observed such an analysis will require the study of the Fano resonances 40 present, which are a source of the small values for electron transmission seen in Fig. 3 and 7 . The full counting statistics of nanodevices 42 nearby in parameter space to quantum dragon solutions would also be of interest. One could also investigate how such quantum dragon solutions behave if one goes beyond the TB model, for example using an exact discretization of the Schrödinger equation 41 , or due to many-electron effects such as were used recently to analyze transport through a nanoscale ring-dot device 43 . The possibility of technologically using quantum dragon solutions for field effect transistors or sensors for a strongly disordered nanodevice based on a rectangular lattice with =256 and m=16, attached to uniform leads. The correlated disorder in the TB parameters j , tj, snn,j, and snnn,j is similar to Fig. 3 . These are calculated with E=0.01t lead , but the results are similar for other energies. The color coding has a larger LDOS for brighter, more orange pixels. (Top) The LDOS is independent of the slice j when there is only correlated disorder, so the device is a quantum dragon. Even though there is strong scattering, T =1. (Middle) With added uncorrelated on site disorder of strength ∆=0.01 the LDOS changes dramatically, while the transmission decreases to T =0.99851. (Bottom) The LDOS changes even more when for the same uncorrelated on site random disorder the strength is ∆=0.02, while the transmission has further decreased to T =0.98205.
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APPENDIX A: FOR FIGURES WITHOUT DISORDER
The complete description of two figures of the device and leads without disorder, namely Fig. 1 and Fig. 5 are given.
Figure 1 complete description
An example of the case of uniform (non-dimerized) leads, and no disorder in a rectangular lattice device is shown in Fig. 1 . Because of the lack of disorder, the device can be considered to be a planar, rectangular crystal. The location of the device is highlighted in light yellow.
The vertical gray lines show the division into slices, both for the device and for the lead atoms. Here there are =16 slices in the device, and m=7 atoms in each slice. Therefore, the device has m =112 atoms (red spheres). The intra-slice hopping terms are shown by the vertical line segments (green), TB parameters t j =t for slice j, and are only between nn atoms. The inter-slice hopping terms are for nn interactions shown by the horizontal line segments (red-orange, TB parameter s nn,j =s nn ), and the nnn interactions shown by the (black, TB parameter s nnn,j =s nnn ) line segments which form an X-shape. Only four atoms (blue-green) for both the incoming and outgoing semi-infinite leads are shown. The connections between the leads and the device are shown by line segments (cyan) with the width proportional to the elements of the eigenvector x 1 in Eq. (11).
2. Figure 5 complete description Fig. 5 shows an example of the case of dimerized leads and a dimerized device, for no disorder in the rectangular device. Consequently, the device may be considered to be planar. The device is highlighted in light yellow. The vertical gray lines show the division into slices, both for the device and for the lead atoms. Here there are =4 slices in the device, and m=8 atoms in each slice. Therefore, the device has m =32 atoms, denoted by different sized (and colored) spheres for the odd slices (red) and even slices (green). The different colors and sizes represent different values for the TB on site energies j . The first (leftmost) slice is numbered one. The intra-slice hopping terms are only between nn atoms, and are shown by the vertical line segments which are thick and green for the odd-numbered slices and thinner and yellow for the evennumbered slices, representing TB parameters t j . The inter-slice hopping terms are for nn interactions shown by the horizontal line segments (magenta for odd-to-even and yellow for even-to odd, representing TB parameters s nn,j ), and the nnn interactions shown by the line segments which form an X-shape (magenta for odd-to-even and black for even-to-odd, representing the TB parameters s nnn,j ). Only five atoms for the incoming lead and four atoms for the outgoing semi-infinite lead are shown (large and fuchsia colored for odd-numbered atoms, while small and black for even-numbered atoms, representing o and e TB parameters, respectively). The lead hopping interactions are shown as thick (white) cylinders for odd-to-even hopping terms (representing TB parameters t oe ), and thinner (yellow) cylinders for even-to-odd hopping terms (representing TB parameters t eo ). The connections between the leads and the device are shown by line segments (cyan for the incoming lead, and magenta for the outgoing lead) with the cylinder width proportional to the elements of the eigenvector x 1 in Eq. (11).
The description for Fig. 2 and Fig. 6 is presented. Consider a model where atoms in slice j must be the same distance a j apart, as in a ball-and-stick polymer model. Hence, between nn atoms within slice j there is only a single distance a j allowed between the atoms (equivalent to attachment of springs with infinite spring constant and equilibrium distance a j ).
Between atoms in two neighboring slices, there are nn and nnn equilibrium spring distances. Let the hard spheres in slice j be of radius R j . Follow Konishi, 
since all distances must be the same between the intraslice nn atoms. Here
is the distance (with the atoms confined to have the same z value (with the z value the direction along which current will flow). Here the index i labels the m atoms in the slice labeled j. This distance must be the same between nn for all atoms in slices j and j + 1, and consequently, they must have the same value of ∆x j and ∆y j . Similarly, the nnn elastic term is
We assume the hard sphere radii (the radii of the plotted spheres in the figures) is proportional to | j | for slice j, namely R j ∝ | j |. We assume the distance between atoms within a slice has a j ∝ t j , with t j also reflected by the radii of the cylinders representing the intra-slice bonds in the figures. We assume the spring constants between slices have k j,j+1 ∝ s nn,j andk j,j+1 ∝ s nnn,j , and also the width of the cylinders representing the bonds have the same proportionality. One then has a complete (classical) Hamiltonian for the nanosystems we study. The configuration of the classical representation of the nanodevice is then found by perfoming a simulated annealing Monte Carlo process to attempt to minimize the total elastic energy of the nanodevice. Figure 2 contains an example of a nanodevice with uniform (non-dimerized) leads. The device has =20 slices, and m=8 atoms in every slice. The underlying graph is rectangular, with nn interactions and also with nnn interactions between atoms in neighboring slices. Only five atoms in both the incoming and outgoing semi-infinite leads are shown. The radii of the spheres are proportional to | j |, and the radii of the cylinders representing the bonds are proportional to the hopping strengths. The bonds are magenta for nnn bonds (TB parameter s nnn,j for slice j), cyan for nn inter-slice bonds (TB s nn,j ), and green for nn intra-slice bonds (TB t j ). The t j are different for every slice, and were chosen to be uniformly distributed in [0, 2t lead ]. The on site energies of slice j are all the same, with the j given by the quantum dragon condition of Eq. (14) . The inter-slice bonds are also all different, with the s nn,j and s nnn,j chosen to satisfy the quantum dragon condition of Eq. (15) . The connections between the leads and the device, blue-green cylinders, have strengths given by Eq. (16) . Note the extreme disorder in the system, and that it is very far from a rectangular crystal, rather it is a structure based on a rectangular graph. Nevertheless, for transmission it has T (E)=1. Figure 6 contains an example of a nanodevice with dimerized leads. The device has =16 slices, and m=7 atoms in every slice. The underlying graph is rectangular, with nn interactions and also with nnn interactions. Only five atoms in both the incoming and outgoing semiinfinite leads are shown, with different colors and radii reflecting different on site energies, o (pink) and e (black). The hopping terms in the leads are also dimerized, representing t eo (cyan, thick cylinder, smaller lattice spacing) and t oe (pink, thin cylinder, larger lattice spacing). The radii of the spheres in the nanodevice are proportional to | j |, with atoms red for odd-numbered j and black for even-numbered j. The radii of the cylinders representing the bonds are proportional to the hopping strengths. The nnn bonds form an X-shape (TB parameter s nnn,j for slice j, magenta for odd j, cyan for even j). The nn inter-slice bonds, TB s nn,j , are also magenta for odd j and cyan for even j. The nn intra-slice bonds, TB t j , are green for j odd and yellow for j even. The t j are different for every slice, and were chosen to be uniformly distributed in [0, 2t oe ] ([0, 2t eo ]) for odd (even) j. The on site energies of slice j are all the same, with the j given by the quantum dragon condition of Eq. (47). The inter-slice bonds are also all different, with the s nn,j and s nnn,j chosen to satisfy the quantum dragon condition of Eq. (49) and Eq. (50). The connections between the leads and the device, blue-green cylinders, have strengths proportional to x 1 with strengths given by the dragon condition in Eq. (45) . Note the extreme disorder in the system, and that it is very far from a rectangular crystal, being rather based on a rectangular graph. Nevertheless, for transmission it is a quantum dragon with T (E)=1 for all energies that propagate in the leads.
Figure 2 complete description

Figure 6 complete description
APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF MATRIX METHOD FOR DIMERIZED LEADS
In this appendix, an outline of the derivation for the transmission via the matrix method is given. This parallels Appendix A of ref. 19 , with the exception here different on site energies for the dimerized leads are also included. This parallels the case of uniform leads 26 , which is also derived in the supplemental material of the 2014 quantum dragon paper 19 . For uniform leads the matrix form in the main text is obtained from results in this section.
Consider a nanodevice with m atoms in every slice and with slices, connected to dimerized leads, with an example shown in 
The ansatz makes use of Bloch's theorem 46 through the phase factor δ. (24) and using the double angle formula for cos(2q) gives
4t eo t oe (25) corresponding to Eq. [A6]. A propagating wave requires q to be real, and hence 0 ≤ cos(q) ≤ 1 or −1 ≤ cos(q) ≤ 0 for the two signs in front of the square root in Eq. (25) . One is free to set the zero for energy for the entire system, and a reasonable choice is to set the zero at ( o + e ) /2. This can be accomplished by insisting o = − e , with the zero of energy then at zero, which is also the midpoint between o and e . This gives propagating waves (corresponding to Eq. [A7]) for positive energies of
and
for negative energies. By manipulating the two expressions in Eq. (23) (31) with the further definition
Consequently, one obtains the solution to the transmission T = |t T | 2 from the solution to the matrix equation of the form (written for =4)
corresponding to Eq. [A11]. If e = o one has ξ w =ξ u =ξ, and therefore obtain the specialized case of Eq. (4). The transmission is calculated by inverting the matrix M for a specific energy, and thereby obtaining T = |t T | 2 .
For dimerized leads with o = e =0 and t eo =t oe , δ has the form from Eq. [A8] and consequently the energy range of propagating electrons is expressed as Eq. [A7]. For the case of uniform leads, with o = e =0 and t eo = t oe = t lead one has δ=1,
and Λ = −2i sin(q) with electrons of energy −2t lead ≤ E ≤ 2t lead propagating as in refs. 19, 26, 31, and 32.
APPENDIX D: QUANTUM DRAGONS WITH DIMERIZED LEADS
In this appendix, the exact mapping as well as the locating of quantum dragons is derived for the case of dimerized leads. We assume an underlying rectangular graph with atoms placed on the nodes, and the graph is composed of slices each of which have m atoms. An example for a rectangular crystal is shown in Fig. 5 , and an example based on an underlying rectangular graph, but with strong correlated disorder is shown in Fig. 6 .
The intra-slice parts of the device Hamiltonian, A j are defined in Eq. (5). The inter-slice parts of the device Hamiltonian, B j,j+1 , are defined in Eq. (6). For our nanosystem based on an underlying rectangular graph, all A j and B j,j+1 are a sum of a constant times the m×m identity matrix plus another constant times the matrix Q defined in Eq. (7). The mutual eigenvector of all A j and B j,j+1 is the vector x 1 defined in Eq. (11).
Define a m×m transformation matrix
where Y other is a m×(m−1) matrix, which can be thought of as being composed of m−1 normalized vectors which are orthogonal to x 1 and also are orthogonal to each other. Therefore Y † other x 1 = 0 m−1 and
so X † X = XX † = I. Next define a ( m+2)×( m+2) transformation matrix Z of the form (written for =4)
which has the property Z † Z = ZZ † = I. Multiply the equations of the form of Eq. (33) on the right by Z † , and also insert the identity I=Z Z † between the matrix M and the vector containing the wavefunctions at each site in the nanodevice. Written for =4, this gives
Because x 1 is an eigenvector of all B j,j+1 with eigenvalue η j in Eq. (13)
for some (m − 1)×(m − 1) matrix B j,j+1 which will not enter into the calculation of T . Note we have defined s j = −η j . Similarly, from Eq. (12) and F j = A j − EI because x 1 is an eigenvector of all A j , with eigenvalue λ j , one has
withκ j = λ j − E and where F j is some (m − 1)×(m − 1) matrix which will not enter into the calculation of T . We also choose the connections to the nanodevice to be proportional to x 1 , so
for some proportionality constants we label as t w and t u . From Eq. (33) we can calculate the transmission T = |t T | 2 from the inverse of the ( m + 2)×(
. . .
However, with the transformation in Eq. (38) a large part of the matrix is decoupled from both leads, namely the parts which were labeled F j and B j,j+1 . Therefore, we can also obtain the same transmission T = |t T | 2 from the inverse of the ( +2)×( +2) matrix M , which written for =4 is
where
Eq. (44) is just the solution of a 1D chain of atoms with on site energyκ j + E = λ j and nn (inter-slice) hopping strengthss j . Both the 2D system in Eq. (42) and the 1D system in Eq. (44) have the same transmission T (E) for all energies E which propagate through the semi-infinite leads. We have therefore completed our exact mapping for the case of dimerized leads. In order to find a quantum dragon, we need to find TB parameters which turn the equivalent 1D mapped system of Eq. (44) into a portion of length of the semi-infinite leads. This can be accomplished by insisting that the original 2D device had TB parameters such that after mapping we have the quantum dragon condition for the connections
where t eo is the hopping strength in the leads from evennumbered to odd-numbered atoms. The quantum dragon conditions for the intra-slice parts of the Hamiltonian arẽ
for j = 1, 2, · · · , . This can be satisfied by choosing the t j at random from any distribution (keeping t j >0), and then adjusting
j odd e + 2t j cos π m+1 j even (47) which works since j can be of either sign. Therefore, the intra-slice nn hopping strength t j can be any random value, provided one insists the j satisfy Eq. (47). For the inter-slice terms of the Hamiltonian, the quantum dragon condition becomess j = −η j = s nn,j + 2s nnn,j cos
for j = 1, 2, · · · , − 1. However, we want to keep the tuned values of s nn,j and s nnn,j both positive, and remember both t oe and t eo are positive. The negative signs for the hopping terms have been put into the calculation by hand. This can be accomplished by for each j = 1, 2, · · · , − 1 choosing two random non-negative numbers r nn,j and r nnn,j , and setting the 2D device hopping to be s nn,j = rnn,j toe rnn,j +2rnnn,j cos( for j even. This completes the quantum dragon conditions, which when satisfied gives T (E)=1 for all energies which propagate through the leads. Fig. 7 is an example of a quantum dragon with dimerized leads and a dimerized device. The device has =500 slices each with m=7 atoms. The leads have t eo =0.8 and t oe =1.2 together with lead on site energies o =−0.3 and e =0.3 (remember we have set our zero of energy at the midpoint between the on site energies of the even and odd numbered leads). For these leads, from Eq. (26) and (27) , the leads allow electron transmission for energies in the ranges − √ 409
10 ≤ E ≤ − 251 different energies uniformly spaced between 0.50001 and 2.0223 were calculated. Figure 7 shows for the quantum dragon condition for the TB parameters all energies have T (E) = 1 (red dots, which overlap to look like a line segment). Additional uncorrelated random disorder was also included, every site having a different on site added disorder found by choosing a random variant from a normal distribution of mean zero and standard deviation unity, and then multiplying by a value ∆. Figure 7 also shows the, usually very small, values for T (E) obtained for ∆=0.05 (cyan dots) and ∆=0.10 (blue dots).
APPENDIX E: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MATRIX AND GREEN'S FUNCTION METHODS
The relationship for dimerized single-channel leads, between the traditional Green's function method [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 33 of solution and the matrix method of solution of the timeindependent Schrödinger equation is presented. The leads have possibility for dimerized hopping (t eo and t oe ) and dimerized on site energies ( e and o ).
The matrix method for dimerized leads, related to Eq. (4), has the general form
and requires one to find the inverse of the matrix in order to find t T . The transmission for any E is then easily calculated by T =|t T | 2 . The matrix in Eq. (51) is not Hermitian, even for uniform leads due to the ξ w and ξ u factors. The matrix H is the Hamiltonian of the nanodevice, and is therefore Hermitian.
Any block-tridiagonal matrix of the form above has an inverse matrix that can easily be written as
with the definition
This gives 
and consequently the transmission is
In the case of uniform leads the on site energies e and o are set to zero, giving the zero of energy. Furthermore, for uniform leads t eo = t oe = 1, setting the unit of energy. Then ξ w = ξ u = ξ and ξ −1 = ξ * and ξ −1 2 = 1, as well as Λ = −2i sin(q), giving the transmission
In the Green's function formalism [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 33 , for the dimerized leads, the self-energy matrix for the incoming lead is
and for the outgoing lead
and the Green's function is
Furthermore, since u † L w is a number, one can use
where Tr(·) is the trace of the matrix, and the cyclic property of matrices within the trace have been used. In the normal fashion for Green's function calculations [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 33 , this gives for both dimerized and uniform leads teo( e−E)
and similarly
which defines γ 1 and γ 2 .
Therefore, we only need to show to complete the equivalence between the Green's function and matrix methods that ξ 
(64) where use has been made of 
Consequently we have shown
Therefore, in the general case within the TB model, we find the matrix method to obtain T (E) from Eq. (51) for both dimerized leads and uniform leads to be equivalent to the Green's function method which has
The full solution is presented for dimerized leads connected to a simple two-slice ( =2, m=1) device. The same equations for the transmission are also valid for uniform leads attached to an =2 device. For simplicity, we take o = e =0, setting our zero of energy in the problem. This also means for both the incoming and outgoing leads ξ w =ξ u =ξ. The Green's function method is used, thereby requiring only use of 2×2 matrices. The goal of this section is to show the full solution for the transmission T (E) for the general case, and show how it simplifies to the quantum dragon solution T (E)=1.
The Hamiltonian for the simple 2 site ( =2, m=1) device is with hopping t ab between the two atoms in the device, and on site energies for the two atoms a and b . The device is coupled to two dimerized single-channel leads 
The Green's function, G is
with κ a = a −E and κ b = b −E. The electron transmission probability can be expressed in terms of the Green's function, G and the coupling matrices, Γ 1 and Γ 2 as
Put Eq. (72), Eq. (73) and Eq. (74) into Eq.(75). This gives the electron transmission probability as
In the case when w = u, Eq.(76) becomes
Eq. (77) is the transmission probability for the two site device coupled to either uniform (t eo =t oe =t lead ) or dimerized (t eo =t oe ) leads, depending on the value of ξ in Eq. (71) .
A plot of T (E) for =2 for selected parameters is shown in Fig. 8 for both uniform and for dimerized leads. To see how the quantum dragon solution is obtained from the mathematics, consider a =2 and m = 1 device with uniform leads (t oe =t eo =1), with w=u=t ab =1 and a = b =0 so κ a =κ b =−E. Eq. (78) gives the quantum dragon solution from the operations This m = 1 and = 2 device acts as a 'short circuit' between the two uniform leads. Because it is a 'short circuit', physically the solution T (E) = 1 makes sense. This physical solution should also extend to the case of m = 1 and general , but the algebra becomes more messy than Eq. (79). Starting from Eq. (78) for the dimerized case, a 'short circuit' should be found for even when w = u = t eo , t ab = t oe , and a = b = 0. However, the algebra becomes very messy in this case, even for a m = 1 and = 2 device. However, physically one expects a 'short circuit' solution in the quantum sense, because the inserted device has the same structure as the leads. This is indeed what we observe numerically, as seen in Fig. 8 .
